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From: "jmp325" <jmp325@yahoo.com>
Date: Thu Aug 9, 2007 11:18 pm
Subject: Bea will be on Back to the Grind

jmp325
Send Email

8/15

Promote

Bea was on ET tonight talking about her appearance on back to the grind.

Invite

It will be on Weds 8/15 at 10:30 PM EST on TVland.
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#2744

From: Karen Vatten <lugna.vatten@googlemail.com>
Date: Tue Sep 11, 2007 11:38 am
Subject: Re: [And Then There's Bea] Bea will be on Back

biketruckdiver
Send Email

to the Grind 8/15

thanks for telling.
I'm not able to see it since I'm not from the states.. but hope someone
will tell about it...
jmp325:
> Bea was on ET tonight talking about her appearance on back to the grind.
>
> It will be on Weds 8/15 at 10:30 PM EST on TVland. Sounds really
> itneresting.
>
>
>
> Be sure to visit the #1 fan web site
> http://www.beatricearthur.com
>
> Yahoo! Groups Links
>
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>
>
>
>

Reply | Messages in this Topic (3)

#2745

From: "shirindonya2" <storybellz@yahoo.com>
Date: Tue Aug 14, 2007 2:29 pm
Subject: Re: Golden Gals Gone Wild  Coming to

shirindonya2
Send Email

Hollywood

Maybe. But, for me personally, part of the reason they are such turnons is that they gracefully leave so much to the imagination, while
not
being shy about it either.
It's like the difference between a nuduist vs. a stripper-the latter is so much more fun to think about!
Just my 2 cents.
--Storybellz
--- In andthentheresbea@yahoogroups.com, ironicwit <no_reply@...>
wrote:
>
> Those of you who have the hots for "The Golden Girls" are sure to
> appreciate reading about the "Golden Gals Gone Wild" art show. It
> features erotic artwork of the Golden Girls and opens in Hollywood
on
> August 11th.
>
> http://www.gaywired.com/article.cfm?section=70&id=15915
>

Reply | Messages in this Topic (2)

#2746

From: "eminemasmacbeth" <fkd1963@yahoo.com>
Date: Tue Aug 14, 2007 11:05 pm
Subject: Maude, Season 2 DVD

eminemasmacbeth
Send Email

Any word on its release?
Supposedly Bea and Adrienne taped comments for the DVD when they were
in NYC months ago to promote Season 1.
Thanks!

Reply | Messages in this Topic (1)

#2747

From: alnd_g
Date: Wed Aug 15, 2007
Subject: Hi everyone!

alnd_g
4:04 pm

Hi! I'm Alex from Italy and i'm a huge fan of Bea Arthur since i saw
her on tv for the first time thirty years ago! So i'm glad to be here
in this group and i want to thank Kev and you all for making this place
so nice during these six years! Special thanks to ironicwit for finding
so many great news and info about Bea and her amazing career!
Take care everyone!

Reply | Messages in this Topic (1)

#2748

From: alnd_g
Date: Wed Aug 15, 2007 4:04 pm
Subject: Re: [And Then There's Bea]

alnd_g
Bea will be on Back to the Grind 8/15

Hi Karen! I'm not from the States as well, but luckly Tv Land put on
its website not only videos with sneak peaks, exclusive interviews
and extended scenes but even full episodes of "Back to the Grind"; so
we all can enjoy the episode with Bea! Here's the link:
http://www.tvland.com/originals/backtothegrind/video.jhtml
As you can see, Bea is fabulously funny as always and really
incredible at 85!
Take care!
Alex
--- In andthentheresbea@yahoogroups.com, Karen Vatten
<lugna.vatten@...> wrote:
>
> thanks for telling.
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> I'm not able to see it since I'm not from the states.. but hope
someone
> will tell about it...
>
> jmp325:
> > Bea was on ET tonight talking about her appearance on back to the
grind.
> >
> > It will be on Weds 8/15 at 10:30 PM EST on TVland. Sounds really
> > itneresting.
> >
> >
> >
> > Be sure to visit the #1 fan web site
> > http://www.beatricearthur.com
> >
> > Yahoo! Groups Links
> >
> >
> >
> >
> >
>

Reply | Messages in this Topic (3)

#2749

From: "louiswellington2" <louiswellington2@yahoo.com>
Date: Wed Sep 5, 2007 9:32 pm
Subject: Dear Lord, I am obsessed with Bea Arthur!

louiswelling...
Send Email

She...fascinates...me. I do not even know how to describe it. My whole
life, I have felt that this is one wonderful woman and I have
supported her since when I was just a kid! The more research I do, the
more stuff I find out. She originated roles in "Mame" and "Fiddler on
the Roof"! That is unreal. Most people do not get a chance to do one
but she did two AND she has won an Emmy and a Tony. I can talk about
this lady all day. :)

-Louis
Do you know that I have never seen "Maude"?

:(

Reply | Messages in this Topic (1)

#2750

From: "Chris" <chrissmithboston@yahoo.com>
Date: Fri Sep 7, 2007 11:21 pm
Subject: Anyone know when Intimate Portrait will

chrissmithbo...
Send Email

be shown again?

I missed the Lifetime Intimate Portrait of Bea and was wondering if
anyone knows when it will be broadcast again? I also was wondering if
anybody knows why Bea didn't do an interview for the release of MAME on
DVD?
Thank you!

Reply | Messages in this Topic (4)

#2751

From: "Fred" <moorlock2003@yahoo.com>
Date: Sun Sep 9, 2007 12:41 am
Subject: Re: Anyone know when Intimate Portrait

moorlock2003
Send Email

will be shown again?

--- In andthentheresbea@yahoogroups.com, "Chris" <chrissmithboston@...>
wrote:
>
> I missed the Lifetime Intimate Portrait of Bea and was wondering if
> anyone knows when it will be broadcast again? I also was wondering
if
> anybody knows why Bea didn't do an interview for the release of MAME
on
> DVD?
>
> Thank you!
>I imagine Bea didn't do any interviews about Mame because she does not
hold it high regard. In fact she considers it one of the mistakes of
her career, mainly because of Lucy's miscasting.

Reply | Messages in this Topic (4)
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#2752

From: "jmp325" <jmp325@yahoo.com>
Date: Sun Sep 9, 2007 8:54 am
Subject: Re: Anyone know when Intimate

jmp325
Send Email

Portrait will be shown again?

If you have netflix they have it on DVD.
of all the golden girls.

It has the intimate portraits

--- In andthentheresbea@yahoogroups.com, "Chris" <chrissmithboston@...>
wrote:
>
> I missed the Lifetime Intimate Portrait of Bea and was wondering if
> anyone knows when it will be broadcast again? I also was wondering
if
> anybody knows why Bea didn't do an interview for the release of MAME
on
> DVD?
>
> Thank you!
>

Reply | Messages in this Topic (4)

#2753

From: "Chris" <chrissmithboston@yahoo.com>
Date: Sun Sep 9, 2007 1:17 am
Subject: Re: Anyone know when Intimate Portrait

chrissmithbo...
Send Email

will be shown again?

I never realized that she felt MAME was a big mistake for her
career. Where did you read that? I remember seeing Bea at the All
Star Tribute to Lucy hosted by Monty Hall that was broadcast on CBS
in 1986 and Bea was clearly moved when Lucy went up to speak as the
camera shows Bea wiping tears from her eyes. I think MAME is a
great film and always will. I think that Lucy and Bea had a great
chemistry and my favorite line of Bea's was "I was never in the
chorus." So what if Lucy couldn't sing, neither could Rex Harrison
or Rosalind Russell but she still croaked thru Gypsy! Bea should be
proud of her part in MAME she was wonderful!

--- In andthentheresbea@yahoogroups.com, "Fred" <moorlock2003@...>
wrote:
>
> --- In andthentheresbea@yahoogroups.com, "Chris"
<chrissmithboston@>
> wrote:
> >
> > I missed the Lifetime Intimate Portrait of Bea and was wondering
if
> > anyone knows when it will be broadcast again? I also was
wondering
> if
> > anybody knows why Bea didn't do an interview for the release of
MAME
> on
> > DVD?
> >
> > Thank you!
> >I imagine Bea didn't do any interviews about Mame because she
does not
> hold it high regard. In fact she considers it one of the mistakes
of
> her career, mainly because of Lucy's miscasting.
>

Reply | Messages in this Topic (4)

#2754

From: evarner1@aol.com
Date: Sun Sep 9, 2007 1:42 pm
Subject: Re: [And Then There's Bea]

chinookboy25
Send Email

Re: Anyone know when Intimate Portrait will be sho...

In a message dated 9/9/07 11:56:45 AM US Mountain Standard Time, chrissmithboston@yahoo.com
writes:
I never realized that she felt MAME was a big mistake for her
career. Where did you read that? I remember seeing Bea at the All
Star Tribute to Lucy hosted by Monty Hall that was broadcast on CBS
in 1986 and Bea was clearly moved when Lucy went up to speak as the
camera shows Bea wiping tears from her eyes. I think MAME is a
great film and always will. I think that Lucy and Bea had a great
chemistry and my favorite line of Bea's was "I was never in the
chorus." So what if Lucy couldn't sing, neither could Rex Harrison
or Rosalind Russell but she still croaked thru Gypsy! Bea should be
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proud of her part in MAME she was wonderful!

I believe the reason behind why Bea feels the way she does is because her best friend Angela
Lansbury lost the title role in "Mame" (that she originated on Broadway) to Lucille Ball in the film
version.
By the way, Lifetime doesn't seem to show the "Intimate Portraits" shows much anymore, but you can
get the DDVD that includes Bea's portrait along with portraits of each of the other actresses from the
Golden Girls. I bought mine at Amazon for under $10.00
Ed

**************************************
See what's new at http://www.aol.com
Reply | Messages in this Topic (13)

#2755

From: "Fred" <moorlock2003@yahoo.com>
Date: Sun Sep 9, 2007 7:46 pm
Subject: Re: Anyone know when Intimate Portrait

moorlock2003
Send Email

will be sho...

--- In andthentheresbea@yahoogroups.com, evarner1@... wrote:
>
> In a message dated 9/9/07 11:56:45 AM US Mountain Standard Time,
> chrissmithboston@... writes:
>
> > I never realized that she felt MAME was a big mistake for her
> > career. Where did you read that? I remember seeing Bea at the All
> > Star Tribute to Lucy hosted by Monty Hall that was broadcast on
CBS
> > in 1986 and Bea was clearly moved when Lucy went up to speak as
the
> > camera shows Bea wiping tears from her eyes. I think MAME is a
> > great film and always will. I think that Lucy and Bea had a great
> > chemistry and my favorite line of Bea's was "I was never in the
> > chorus." So what if Lucy couldn't sing, neither could Rex
Harrison
> > or Rosalind Russell but she still croaked thru Gypsy! Bea should
be
> > proud of her part in MAME she was wonderful!
> >
>
> I believe the reason behind why Bea feels the way she does is
because her
> best friend Angela Lansbury lost the title role in "Mame" (that she
originated on
> Broadway) to Lucille Ball in the film version.
>
> By the way, Lifetime doesn't seem to show the "Intimate Portraits"
shows much
> anymore, but you can get the DDVD that includes Bea's portrait
along with
> portraits of each of the other actresses from the Golden Girls.
I bought mine
> at Amazon for under $10.00
>
> Ed

> In the A & E Biography on Bea, she clearly states that she feels
the "Mame" movie was, in her words, "a disaster" and that Lucy
was "wrong for the part". She only did it because her husband Gene
Saks was directing, and he urged her to do it. I have not seen the
film in many years, but I remember Lucy's godawful attempts at
singing (remember the ongoing joke on "I Love Lucy" that she couldn't
sing?) and the blurry closeups to hide her wrinkles. After all the
negative remarks about it over the years, I really don't have any
desire to see it again. Also, in recent times I have become a
huge "Auntie Mame" (the 1958 film) fan; so much so that it is now my
all-time favorite movie. Rosalind Russell is sensational in it. I've
seen her in a few other films and have come to the realization that
Auntie Mame was her career highlight. I frankly prefer the story
without the music. I did see a revival of the musical "Mame" with
Angela Lansbury in the 1980s on Broadway, which was fun. No Bea,
though. Seeing it drove home the fact that she should have done the
film with Bea. By the way, Angela didn't lose the film role; the
casting all boiled down to the simple fact that Lucy BOUGHT her way
into the project, putting up $5 million of her own money, and had
casting approval. Madeline Kahn was supposed to play Gooch, but Lucy
felt she would upstage her, and as a result Kahn was replaced by Jane
Connell.
>
>
>
>
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> **************************************
> See what's new at http://www.aol.com
>

Reply | Messages in this Topic (13)

#2756

From: "Chris" <chrissmithboston@yahoo.com>
Date: Sun Sep 9, 2007 10:03 pm
Subject: Re: Anyone know when Intimate Portrait

chrissmithbo...
Send Email

will be sho...

I just joined this group a couple days ago but after reading "fred"
last post bashing Lucille Ball over and over I think I will remove
myself... I love Bea Arthur just as I love Lucille Ball and don't
want to be part of a group that has that much negativity and
personal attacks towards Lucy. Ciao.
--- In andthentheresbea@yahoogroups.com, "Fred" <moorlock2003@...>
wrote:
>
> --- In andthentheresbea@yahoogroups.com, evarner1@ wrote:
> >
> > In a message dated 9/9/07 11:56:45 AM US Mountain Standard Time,
> > chrissmithboston@ writes:
> >
> > > I never realized that she felt MAME was a big mistake for her
> > > career. Where did you read that? I remember seeing Bea at the
All
> > > Star Tribute to Lucy hosted by Monty Hall that was broadcast
on
> CBS
> > > in 1986 and Bea was clearly moved when Lucy went up to speak
as
> the
> > > camera shows Bea wiping tears from her eyes. I think MAME is a
> > > great film and always will. I think that Lucy and Bea had a
great
> > > chemistry and my favorite line of Bea's was "I was never in
the
> > > chorus." So what if Lucy couldn't sing, neither could Rex
> Harrison
> > > or Rosalind Russell but she still croaked thru Gypsy! Bea
should
> be
> > > proud of her part in MAME she was wonderful!
> > >
> >
> > I believe the reason behind why Bea feels the way she does is
> because her
> > best friend Angela Lansbury lost the title role in "Mame" (that
she
> originated on
> > Broadway) to Lucille Ball in the film version.
> >
> > By the way, Lifetime doesn't seem to show the "Intimate
Portraits"
> shows much
> > anymore, but you can get the DDVD that includes Bea's portrait
> along with
> > portraits of each of the other actresses from the Golden
Girls.
> I bought mine
> > at Amazon for under $10.00
> >
> > Ed
>
>
> > In the A & E Biography on Bea, she clearly states that she feels
> the "Mame" movie was, in her words, "a disaster" and that Lucy
> was "wrong for the part". She only did it because her husband Gene
> Saks was directing, and he urged her to do it. I have not seen the
> film in many years, but I remember Lucy's godawful attempts at
> singing (remember the ongoing joke on "I Love Lucy" that she
couldn't
> sing?) and the blurry closeups to hide her wrinkles. After all the
> negative remarks about it over the years, I really don't have any
> desire to see it again. Also, in recent times I have become a
> huge "Auntie Mame" (the 1958 film) fan; so much so that it is now
my
> all-time favorite movie. Rosalind Russell is sensational in it.
I've
> seen her in a few other films and have come to the realization
that
> Auntie Mame was her career highlight. I frankly prefer the story
> without the music. I did see a revival of the musical "Mame" with
> Angela Lansbury in the 1980s on Broadway, which was fun. No Bea,
> though. Seeing it drove home the fact that she should have done
the
> film with Bea. By the way, Angela didn't lose the film role; the
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> casting all boiled down to the simple fact that Lucy BOUGHT her
way
> into the project, putting up $5 million of her own money, and had
> casting approval. Madeline Kahn was supposed to play Gooch, but
Lucy
> felt she would upstage her, and as a result Kahn was replaced by
Jane
> Connell.
> >
> >
> >
> >
> > **************************************
> > See what's new at http://www.aol.com
> >
>

Reply | Messages in this Topic (13)

#2757

From: Louis Wellington II <louiswellington2@yahoo.com>
Date: Sun Sep 9, 2007 11:41 pm
Subject: Re: [And Then There's Bea] Re: Anyone know when

louiswelling...
Send Email

Intimate Portrait will be sho...

I love Mame! Jeez. I really do. I remember watching it on television and holding up my tape player to the
tv so that I could record that duet between Auntie Mame and Patrick. And I STILL have that tape! Lucille
Ball as Mame is a beautiful and unexpected take on the musical. Auntie Mame's voice is LOWER than
Patrick's? That's awesome! Lucille Ball is also WAY more likeable than Rosalind Russell, that is for
sure. And it is good that Bea Arthur got the role over Angela Lansbury! I prefer Bea in the role, to be
honest. I like my Angela in Sweeney Todd (best Mrs. Lovett ever!)
-Louis

Fred <moorlock2003@yahoo.com> wrote:
--- In andthentheresbea@yahoogroups.com, evarner1@... wrote:
>
> In a message dated 9/9/07 11:56:45 AM US Mountain Standard Time,
> chrissmithboston@... writes:
>
> > I never realized that she felt MAME was a big mistake for her
> > career. Where did you read that? I remember seeing Bea at the All
> > Star Tribute to Lucy hosted by Monty Hall that was broadcast on
CBS
> > in 1986 and Bea was clearly moved when Lucy went up to speak as
the
> > camera shows Bea wiping tears from her eyes. I think MAME is a
> > great film and always will. I think that Lucy and Bea had a great
> > chemistry and my favorite line of Bea's was "I was never in the
> > chorus." So what if Lucy couldn't sing, neither could Rex
Harrison
> > or Rosalind Russell but she still croaked thru Gypsy! Bea should
be
> > proud of her part in MAME she was wonderful!
>>
>
> I believe the reason behind why Bea feels the way she does is
because her
> best friend Angela Lansbury lost the title role in "Mame" (that she
originated on
> Broadway) to Lucille Ball in the film version.
>
> By the way, Lifetime doesn't seem to show the "Intimate Portraits"
shows much
> anymore, but you can get the DDVD that includes Bea's portrait
along with
> portraits of each of the other actresses from the Golden Girls.
I bought mine
> at Amazon for under $10.00
>
> Ed
> In the A & E Biography on Bea, she clearly states that she feels
the "Mame" movie was, in her words, "a disaster" and that Lucy
was "wrong for the part". She only did it because her husband Gene
Saks was directing, and he urged her to do it. I have not seen the
film in many years, but I remember Lucy's godawful attempts at
singing (remember the ongoing joke on "I Love Lucy" that she couldn't
sing?) and the blurry closeups to hide her wrinkles. After all the
negative remarks about it over the years, I really don't have any
desire to see it again. Also, in recent times I have become a
huge "Auntie Mame" (the 1958 film) fan; so much so that it is now my
all-time favorite movie. Rosalind Russell is sensational in it. I've
seen her in a few other films and have come to the realization that
Auntie Mame was her career highlight. I frankly prefer the story
without the music. I did see a revival of the musical "Mame" with
Angela Lansbury in the 1980s on Broadway, which was fun. No Bea,
though. Seeing it drove home the fact that she should have done the
film with Bea. By the way, Angela didn't lose the film role; the
casting all boiled down to the simple fact that Lucy BOUGHT her way
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into the project, putting up $5 million of her own money, and had
casting approval. Madeline Kahn was supposed to play Gooch, but Lucy
felt she would upstage her, and as a result Kahn was replaced by Jane
Connell.
>
>
>
>
> **************************************
> See what's new at http://www.aol.com
>

Louis Wellington II
Accountant / Classical Singer
Phone #: (516) 6336431
New York, NY 11364
Be a better Heartthrob. Get better relationship answers from someone who knows.
Yahoo! Answers - Check it out.
Reply | Messages in this Topic (13)

#2758

From: "Fred" <moorlock2003@yahoo.com>
Date: Mon Sep 10, 2007 1:25 am
Subject: Re: Anyone know when Intimate Portrait

moorlock2003
Send Email

will be sho...

--- In andthentheresbea@yahoogroups.com, "Chris"
<chrissmithboston@...> wrote:
>
> I just joined this group a couple days ago but after reading "fred"
> last post bashing Lucille Ball over and over I think I will remove
> myself... I love Bea Arthur just as I love Lucille Ball and don't
> want to be part of a group that has that much negativity and
> personal attacks towards Lucy. Ciao.
What's the matter, you can't take the truth? Come on, most objective
people agree with Bea Arthur, that Lucy was not suited to the role of
Mame. And nobody can disagree that Lucy was never a singer.
>
> --- In andthentheresbea@yahoogroups.com, "Fred" <moorlock2003@>
> wrote:
> >
> > --- In andthentheresbea@yahoogroups.com, evarner1@ wrote:
> > >
> > > In a message dated 9/9/07 11:56:45 AM US Mountain Standard
Time,
> > > chrissmithboston@ writes:
> > >
> > > > I never realized that she felt MAME was a big mistake for her
> > > > career. Where did you read that? I remember seeing Bea at the
> All
> > > > Star Tribute to Lucy hosted by Monty Hall that was broadcast
> on
> > CBS
> > > > in 1986 and Bea was clearly moved when Lucy went up to speak
> as
> > the
> > > > camera shows Bea wiping tears from her eyes. I think MAME is
a
> > > > great film and always will. I think that Lucy and Bea had a
> great
> > > > chemistry and my favorite line of Bea's was "I was never in
> the
> > > > chorus." So what if Lucy couldn't sing, neither could Rex
> > Harrison
> > > > or Rosalind Russell but she still croaked thru Gypsy! Bea
> should
> > be
> > > > proud of her part in MAME she was wonderful!
> > > >
> > >
> > > I believe the reason behind why Bea feels the way she does is
> > because her
> > > best friend Angela Lansbury lost the title role in "Mame" (that
> she
> > originated on
> > > Broadway) to Lucille Ball in the film version.
> > >
> > > By the way, Lifetime doesn't seem to show the "Intimate
> Portraits"
> > shows much
> > > anymore, but you can get the DDVD that includes Bea's portrait
> > along with
> > > portraits of each of the other actresses from the Golden
> Girls.
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> > I bought mine
> > > at Amazon for under $10.00
> > >
> > > Ed
> >
> >
> > > In the A & E Biography on Bea, she clearly states that she
feels
> > the "Mame" movie was, in her words, "a disaster" and that Lucy
> > was "wrong for the part". She only did it because her husband
Gene
> > Saks was directing, and he urged her to do it. I have not seen
the
> > film in many years, but I remember Lucy's godawful attempts at
> > singing (remember the ongoing joke on "I Love Lucy" that she
> couldn't
> > sing?) and the blurry closeups to hide her wrinkles. After all
the
> > negative remarks about it over the years, I really don't have any
> > desire to see it again. Also, in recent times I have become a
> > huge "Auntie Mame" (the 1958 film) fan; so much so that it is now
> my
> > all-time favorite movie. Rosalind Russell is sensational in it.
> I've
> > seen her in a few other films and have come to the realization
> that
> > Auntie Mame was her career highlight. I frankly prefer the story
> > without the music. I did see a revival of the musical "Mame" with
> > Angela Lansbury in the 1980s on Broadway, which was fun. No Bea,
> > though. Seeing it drove home the fact that she should have done
> the
> > film with Bea. By the way, Angela didn't lose the film role; the
> > casting all boiled down to the simple fact that Lucy BOUGHT her
> way
> > into the project, putting up $5 million of her own money, and had
> > casting approval. Madeline Kahn was supposed to play Gooch, but
> Lucy
> > felt she would upstage her, and as a result Kahn was replaced by
> Jane
> > Connell.
> > >
> > >
> > >
> > >
> > > **************************************
> > > See what's new at http://www.aol.com
> > >
> >
>

Reply | Messages in this Topic (13)

#2759

From: "Fred" <moorlock2003@yahoo.com>
Date: Mon Sep 10, 2007 1:53 am
Subject: [And Then There's Bea] Re: Anyone

moorlock2003
Send Email

know when Intimate Portrait will be sho...

--- In andthentheresbea@yahoogroups.com, Louis Wellington II
<louiswellington2@...> wrote:
>
> I love Mame! Jeez. I really do. I remember watching it on
television and holding up my tape player to the tv so that I could
record that duet between Auntie Mame and Patrick. And I STILL have
that tape! Lucille Ball as Mame is a beautiful and unexpected take on
the musical. Auntie Mame's voice is LOWER than Patrick's? That's
awesome! Lucille Ball is also WAY more likeable than Rosalind
Russell, that is for sure. And it is good that Bea Arthur got the
role over Angela Lansbury! I prefer Bea in the role, to be honest. I
like my Angela in Sweeney Todd (best Mrs. Lovett ever!)
>
>
> -Louis
You have misread my post. Angela Lansbury was not up for the Vera
role either. And, come on, Rosalind Russell is incredibly funny,
warm, and loveable, as well as BELIEVABLE as Auntie Mame. She played
the role on Broadway. Russell was nominated for an Academy Award for
the film. "Auntie Mame" (1958) is a bonafide classic. "Mame" (1974)
is a bonafide bomb. Really, you Lucy diehards defending her need a
reality check. Isn't Bea Arthur's opinion of "Mame" enough for you?
Granted, she said Lucy couldn't have been nicer to her personally,
but Bea was being honest about the film. Right on, the lady has
integrity. You have every right to like it if you so choose, but,
with Lucy being at least 25 years too old for the part, it is widely
regarded as a major miscasting, just as Barbara Streisand was much
too young to play Dolly Levi in "Hello Dolly". In both cases, vanity
ruled over sanity.
>
>
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>
> Fred <moorlock2003@...> wrote:
--- In
andthentheresbea@yahoogroups.com, evarner1@ wrote:
> >
> > In a message dated 9/9/07 11:56:45 AM US Mountain Standard Time,
> > chrissmithboston@ writes:
> >
> > > I never realized that she felt MAME was a big mistake for her
> > > career. Where did you read that? I remember seeing Bea at the
All
> > > Star Tribute to Lucy hosted by Monty Hall that was broadcast
on
> CBS
> > > in 1986 and Bea was clearly moved when Lucy went up to speak
as
> the
> > > camera shows Bea wiping tears from her eyes. I think MAME is a
> > > great film and always will. I think that Lucy and Bea had a
great
> > > chemistry and my favorite line of Bea's was "I was never in
the
> > > chorus." So what if Lucy couldn't sing, neither could Rex
> Harrison
> > > or Rosalind Russell but she still croaked thru Gypsy! Bea
should
> be
> > > proud of her part in MAME she was wonderful!
> > >
> >
> > I believe the reason behind why Bea feels the way she does is
> because her
> > best friend Angela Lansbury lost the title role in "Mame" (that
she
> originated on
> > Broadway) to Lucille Ball in the film version.
> >
> > By the way, Lifetime doesn't seem to show the "Intimate
Portraits"
> shows much
> > anymore, but you can get the DDVD that includes Bea's portrait
> along with
> > portraits of each of the other actresses from the Golden
Girls.
> I bought mine
> > at Amazon for under $10.00
> >
> > Ed
>
> > In the A & E Biography on Bea, she clearly states that she feels
> the "Mame" movie was, in her words, "a disaster" and that Lucy
> was "wrong for the part". She only did it because her husband Gene
> Saks was directing, and he urged her to do it. I have not seen the
> film in many years, but I remember Lucy's godawful attempts at
> singing (remember the ongoing joke on "I Love Lucy" that she
couldn't
> sing?) and the blurry closeups to hide her wrinkles. After all the
> negative remarks about it over the years, I really don't have any
> desire to see it again. Also, in recent times I have become a
> huge "Auntie Mame" (the 1958 film) fan; so much so that it is now
my
> all-time favorite movie. Rosalind Russell is sensational in it.
I've
> seen her in a few other films and have come to the realization
that
> Auntie Mame was her career highlight. I frankly prefer the story
> without the music. I did see a revival of the musical "Mame" with
> Angela Lansbury in the 1980s on Broadway, which was fun. No Bea,
> though. Seeing it drove home the fact that she should have done
the
> film with Bea. By the way, Angela didn't lose the film role; the
> casting all boiled down to the simple fact that Lucy BOUGHT her
way
> into the project, putting up $5 million of her own money, and had
> casting approval. Madeline Kahn was supposed to play Gooch, but
Lucy
> felt she would upstage her, and as a result Kahn was replaced by
Jane
> Connell.
> >
> >
> >
> >
> > **************************************
> > See what's new at http://www.aol.com
> >
>
>
>
>
>
>
> Louis Wellington II
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> Accountant / Classical Singer
> Phone #: (516) 633-6431
>
> New York, NY 11364
>
> --------------------------------> Be a better Heartthrob. Get better relationship answers from
someone who knows.
> Yahoo! Answers - Check it out.
>

Reply | Messages in this Topic (13)

#2760

From: "bbaker1980" <bbaker1980@yahoo.com>
Date: Tue Sep 11, 2007 8:25 pm
Subject: Does Anybody Know...

bbaker1980
Send Email

Hey everybody, I'm new here and it's great that other people love bea
as much as i do!
Does anybody know where I can find more episodes of Maude? I'm
addicted! I have the dvd, but i went through it in like two days. I
found a few episodes on youtube which was like finding gold. "Vivian's
First Funeral" is the funniest episode of any television show i've ever
seen.
Does anybody know if / when season two is going to be out on dvd? or
does anyone have some kicking around on vhs or something?
Thanks!

Reply | Messages in this Topic (2)

#2761

From: Louis Wellington II <louiswellington2@yahoo.com>
Date: Mon Sep 10, 2007 10:01 am
Subject: The Battle for Lucille Ball's honor

louiswelling...
Send Email

Just produce the evidence that Bea Arthur despised "Mame" (1974) and I will believe you and concede
that you have won.
Angela Lansbury was NOT up for Vera but up for Mame? That's even worse! Auntie Mame is supposed
to be older, beautiful looking and charming. Lucille Ball was the only one of three (Lucille, Rosalind
and Angela) who had all of those things.
And nobody here said that Lucille Ball had a beautiful voice. Let's not mince words. She is no Joan
Sutherland. Heck, she is scarcely Britney Spears! But it is her spirit that makes me love her voice. I love
HER, and the voice is part and parcel of who she is.
This group is supposed to be about love and support. No trolls allowed.
-Louis
Louis Wellington II
Accountant / Classical Singer
Phone #: (516) 6336431
New York, NY 11364
Ready for the edge of your seat? Check out tonight's top picks on Yahoo! TV.
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#2762

From: Fred Cooper <moorlock2003@yahoo.com>
Date: Tue Sep 11, 2007 11:05 pm
Subject: Re: [And Then There's Bea] Does Anybody

moorlock2003
Send Email

Know...

Sony is dragging its tail with the Second season of "Maude", who knows why. They've already got the
second season of "Hawaii Five-O" out, the first season of which came out shortly before the first season
of "Maude", so I don't understand the delay."Maude" was never released legitimately before, so there is
no VHS (or Beta) video. There is a website where you can purchase the entire series on DVD, but this is
obviously not a legal release.
bbaker1980 <bbaker1980@yahoo.com> wrote:
Hey everybody, I'm new here and it's great that other people love bea
as much as i do!
Does anybody know where I can find more episodes of Maude? I'm
addicted! I have the dvd, but i went through it in like two days. I
found a few episodes on youtube which was like finding gold. "Vivian's
First Funeral" is the funniest episode of any television show i've ever
seen.
Does anybody know if / when season two is going to be out on dvd? or
does anyone have some kicking around on vhs or something?
Thanks!
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Yahoo! oneSearch: Finally, mobile search that gives answers, not web links.

Reply | Messages in this Topic (2)

#2763

From: "Fred" <moorlock2003@yahoo.com>
Date: Tue Sep 11, 2007 11:13 pm
Subject: Re: The Battle for Lucille Ball's honor

moorlock2003
Send Email

--- In andthentheresbea@yahoogroups.com, Louis Wellington II
<louiswellington2@...> wrote:
>
> Just produce the evidence that Bea Arthur despised "Mame" (1974)
and I will believe you and concede that you have won.
>
Angela Lansbury was NOT up for Vera but up for Mame? That's even
worse! Auntie Mame is supposed to be older, beautiful looking and
charming. Lucille Ball was the only one of three (Lucille, Rosalind
and Angela) who had all of those things.
>
And nobody here said that Lucille Ball had a beautiful voice.
Let's not mince words. She is no Joan Sutherland. Heck, she is
scarcely Britney Spears! But it is her spirit that makes me love her
voice. I love HER, and the voice is part and parcel of who she is.
>
This group is supposed to be about love and support. No trolls
allowed.
>
>
-Louis
>
>
> Louis Wellington II
> Accountant / Classical Singer
> Phone #: (516) 633-6431
>
> New York, NY 11364
Are you not comprehending? As I stated before, in the A&E Biography
Bea clearly offers her opinion. The quotes I mentioned are straight
from the woman's mouth.
If you want the real deal, it is "Auntie Mame" starring the fabulous
Rosalind Russell. Lucille Ball simply was not Auntie Mame.
Geez, some people have a hard time with reality.
>
> --------------------------------> Ready for the edge of your seat? Check out tonight's top picks on
Yahoo! TV.
>

Reply | Messages in this Topic (13)

#2764

From: Chris Smith <chrissmithboston@yahoo.com>
Date: Tue Sep 11, 2007 11:32 pm
Subject: Re: [And Then There's Bea] Re: The Battle for

chrissmithbo...
Send Email

Lucille Ball's honor

Fred give it up. You are tired as tired can be with your "Lucy" bashing. You are the reason I have no
further interest in this group about Bea Arthur. I am guessing Bea herself wouldn't be too happy
knowing there's a nasty little queen like you bashing Lucille Ball every day. So go take your precious
Roz Russell DVD of Auntie Mame and stick it where the sun don't shine! I think Rusell shortly after
making Auntie Mame "croaked" her way thru Gypsy right Freddie? Dry up loser.
Fred <moorlock2003@yahoo.com> wrote:
--- In andthentheresbea@yahoogroups.com, Louis Wellington II
<louiswellington2@...> wrote:
>
> Just produce the evidence that Bea Arthur despised "Mame" (1974)
and I will believe you and concede that you have won.
> Angela Lansbury was NOT up for Vera but up for Mame? That's even
worse! Auntie Mame is supposed to be older, beautiful looking and
charming. Lucille Ball was the only one of three (Lucille, Rosalind
and Angela) who had all of those things.
> And nobody here said that Lucille Ball had a beautiful voice.
Let's not mince words. She is no Joan Sutherland. Heck, she is
scarcely Britney Spears! But it is her spirit that makes me love her
voice. I love HER, and the voice is part and parcel of who she is.
> This group is supposed to be about love and support. No trolls
allowed.
>
> -Louis
>
>
> Louis Wellington II
> Accountant / Classical Singer
> Phone #: (516) 633-6431
>
> New York, NY 11364
Are you not comprehending? As I stated before, in the A&E Biography
Bea clearly offers her opinion. The quotes I mentioned are straight
from the woman's mouth.
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If you want the real deal, it is "Auntie Mame" starring the fabulous
Rosalind Russell. Lucille Ball simply was not Auntie Mame.
Geez, some people have a hard time with reality.
>
> --------------------------------> Ready for the edge of your seat? Check out tonight's top picks on
Yahoo! TV.
>

Be a better Heartthrob. Get better relationship answers from someone who knows.
Yahoo! Answers - Check it out.
Reply | Messages in this Topic (13)

#2765

From: "luvzander" <luvzander@yahoo.com>
Date: Wed Sep 12, 2007 9:15 pm
Subject: I need some information on Bea Arthur,

luvzander
Send Email

please

I posted a few hours ago with a question about Bea Arthur - I never saw
the post show up under messages, and I'm not sure how long it takes the
group owner to approve messages, so I'm posting again because it may
have gotten lost while I was validating my registration.
ANYWAY - I read last night that Bea Arthur was coming to the soap
opera, General Hospital, in November to play a main character's
supposedly dead mother. This sounds quite outrageous, but at the same
time, stranger things have happened, so I came to a reputable message
board to try and confirm.
If anyone knows anything about this and confirm one way or the other, I
would be very appreciative.
Thank you!

Reply | Messages in this Topic (1)

#2766

From: "luvzander" <luvzander@yahoo.com>
Date: Wed Sep 12, 2007 7:34 pm
Subject: Bea Arthur coming to General Hospital?

luvzander
Send Email

I just joined this message board because I search for news and spoilers
for a fan forum for the soap opera, General Hospital. One reputable
site posted last evening that Bea Arthur was coming to GH in November
to play one of the main character's supposedly dead mother.
Most of the people I've told about this think its outrageous and not
true - so I went to Bea Arthur's website and found my way to this
message board, hoping to confirm this bit of casting news one way of
the other.
If anyone knows anything, I would appreciate your help.
Thank you!

Reply | Messages in this Topic (1)

#2767

From: evarner1@aol.com
Date: Wed Sep 12, 2007 8:17 pm
Subject: Re: [And Then There's Bea]

chinookboy25
Send Email

I need some information on Bea Arthur, please

This is all I could find (and it may be the source you have already seen):

Hot on the heels of Stephen Macht (Trevor) and the casting of Bruce Weitz (Zacchara), comes word
GH is casting yet another majorlaegue primetime star and we can guarantee no one saw this
coming. Bea Arthur (MAUDE, THE GOLDEN GIRLS) checks in in November in the role of the
presumed dead Adella Corinthos Woods, Sonny and Ric's mother and Mike's exwife. Adella is
presumed dead, and the object of Sonny's near religious devotion. "What this does is totally throw out
all of Sonny's history," GH Head Writer Bob Guza says. "Adella has been built up as almost this
saintlike woman, so what does it mean for Sonny to find out not only that she's alive, but she's really
nothing like he remembers?" Casting Arthur is a big get for GH, even though fellow GOLDEN alum
Betty White checked into BOLD AND THE BEAUTIFUL as Stephanie's mother Ann in late 2006. With
exlover Trevor and exhusband Mike both in Port Charles, how long will it be before Adella is torn
between two men once again?
http://soapzone.com/boards/read.php/gh/main/9006342
In a message dated 9/12/07 9:55:08 PM US Mountain Standard Time, luvzander@yahoo.com writes:
I posted a few hours ago with a question about Bea Arthur  I never saw
the post show up under messages, and I'm not sure how long it takes the
group owner to approve messages, so I'm posting again because it may
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have gotten lost while I was validating my registration.
ANYWAY  I read last night that Bea Arthur was coming to the soap
opera, General Hospital, in November to play a main character's
supposedly dead mother. This sounds quite outrageous, but at the same
time, stranger things have happened, so I came to a reputable message
board to try and confirm.
If anyone knows anything about this and confirm one way or the other, I
would be very appreciative.
Thank you!

**************************************
See what's new at http://www.aol.com

Reply | Messages in this Topic (10)

#2768

From: "luvzander" <luvzander@yahoo.com>
Date: Thu Sep 13, 2007 6:25 am
Subject: Re: [And Then There's Bea] I need some

luvzander
Send Email

information on Bea Arthur, please

Yep - that is exactly where I saw this "scoop" - but the person who
posted it didn't list a source where the info. came from and he's
been known to write up outrageous spoilers as jokes that turn out to
be fake later.....of course, he always admits when they're fake and
has a good laugh with everyone - this time, he's claiming its the
truth and not something he made up, which is why I tried to do my own
research and also why I came here to post on a Bea Arthur fan board.
Thanks for your help - hopefully, someone will tell us the real scoop
soon.
--- In andthentheresbea@yahoogroups.com, evarner1@... wrote:
>
>
> This is all I could find (and it may be the source you have already
seen):
> -------------------> Hot on the heels of Stephen Macht (Trevor) and the casting of Bruce
Weitz
> (Zacchara), comes word GH is casting yet another major-laegue
primetime star- and
> we can guarantee no one saw this coming. Bea Arthur (MAUDE, THE
GOLDEN GIRLS)
> checks in in November in the role of the presumed dead Adella
Corinthos
> Woods, Sonny and Ric's mother and Mike's ex-wife. Adella is
presumed dead, and the
> object of Sonny's near religious devotion. "What this does is
totally throw
> out all of Sonny's history," GH Head Writer Bob Guza says. "Adella
has been
> built up as almost this saintlike woman, so what does it mean for
Sonny to find
> out not only that she's alive, but she's really nothing like he
remembers?"
> Casting Arthur is a big get for GH, even though fellow GOLDEN alum
Betty White
> checked into BOLD AND THE BEAUTIFUL as Stephanie's mother Ann in
late 2006. With
> ex-lover Trevor and ex-husband Mike both in Port Charles, how long
will it be
> before Adella is torn between two men once again?
>
> http://soapzone.com/boards/read.php/gh/main/9006342
>
>
> In a message dated 9/12/07 9:55:08 PM US Mountain Standard Time,
> luvzander@... writes:
>
> > I posted a few hours ago with a question about Bea Arthur - I
never saw
> > the post show up under messages, and I'm not sure how long it
takes the
> > group owner to approve messages, so I'm posting again because it
may
> > have gotten lost while I was validating my registration.
> >
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> > ANYWAY - I read last night that Bea Arthur was coming to the soap
> > opera, General Hospital, in November to play a main character's
> > supposedly dead mother. This sounds quite outrageous, but at the
same
> > time, stranger things have happened, so I came to a reputable
message
> > board to try and confirm.
> >
> > If anyone knows anything about this and confirm one way or the
other, I
> > would be very appreciative.
> >
> > Thank you!
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
> **************************************
> See what's new at http://www.aol.com
>

Reply | Messages in this Topic (10)

#2769

From: "sneexinpa2002" <grwnl1@verizon.net>
Date: Thu Sep 13, 2007 5:23 am
Subject: lucy

sneexinpa2002
Send Email

How could anyone in their right mind ever bash Lucille Ball. The woman
is a legend. I personally think her role as Mame was excellent, and
both Bea and her were very funny. Keep this up and you will loose
another member. I dont even think Bea Arthur would stand for an asshole
like you bashing Lucy!

Reply | Messages in this Topic (2)

#2770

From: "Fred" <moorlock2003@yahoo.com>
Date: Thu Sep 13, 2007 9:51 am
Subject: Re: lucy

moorlock2003
Send Email

--- In andthentheresbea@yahoogroups.com, "sneexinpa2002" <grwnl1@...>
wrote:
>
>
> How could anyone in their right mind ever bash Lucille Ball. The
woman
> is a legend. I personally think her role as Mame was excellent, and
> both Bea and her were very funny. Keep this up and you will loose
> another member. I dont even think Bea Arthur would stand for an
asshole
> like you bashing Lucy!
>Oh, please. Get some taste. "Mame" with Lucy is awful!!!!!

Reply | Messages in this Topic (2)

#2771

From: "Fred" <moorlock2003@yahoo.com>
Date: Thu Sep 13, 2007 9:52 am
Subject: [And Then There's Bea] Re: The Battle

moorlock2003
Send Email

for Lucille Ball's honor

--- In andthentheresbea@yahoogroups.com, Chris Smith
<chrissmithboston@...> wrote:
>
> Fred give it up. You are tired as tired can be with your "Lucy"
bashing. You are the reason I have no further interest in this group
about Bea Arthur. I am guessing Bea herself wouldn't be too happy
knowing there's a nasty little queen like you bashing Lucille Ball
every day. So go take your precious Roz Russell DVD of Auntie Mame
and stick it where the sun don't shine! I think Rusell shortly after
making Auntie Mame "croaked" her way thru Gypsy right Freddie? Dry
up loser.
>
> Fred <moorlock2003@...> wrote:
--- In
andthentheresbea@yahoogroups.com, Louis Wellington II
> <louiswellington2@> wrote:
> >
> > Just produce the evidence that Bea Arthur despised "Mame" (1974)
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> and I will believe you and concede that you have won.
> > Angela Lansbury was NOT up for Vera but up for Mame? That's even
> worse! Auntie Mame is supposed to be older, beautiful looking and
> charming. Lucille Ball was the only one of three (Lucille, Rosalind
> and Angela) who had all of those things.
> > And nobody here said that Lucille Ball had a beautiful voice.
> Let's not mince words. She is no Joan Sutherland. Heck, she is
> scarcely Britney Spears! But it is her spirit that makes me love
her
> voice. I love HER, and the voice is part and parcel of who she is.
> > This group is supposed to be about love and support. No trolls
> allowed.
> >
> > -Louis
> >
> >
> > Louis Wellington II
> > Accountant / Classical Singer
> > Phone #: (516) 633-6431
> >
> > New York, NY 11364
>
> Are you not comprehending? As I stated before, in the A&E Biography
> Bea clearly offers her opinion. The quotes I mentioned are straight
> from the woman's mouth.
> If you want the real deal, it is "Auntie Mame" starring the
fabulous
> Rosalind Russell. Lucille Ball simply was not Auntie Mame.
> Geez, some people have a hard time with reality.
> >
> > --------------------------------> > Ready for the edge of your seat? Check out tonight's top picks on
> Yahoo! TV.
> >
> No, you give it up. That movie is a turkey.
>
>
>
>
>
> --------------------------------> Be a better Heartthrob. Get better relationship answers from
someone who knows.
> Yahoo! Answers - Check it out.
>
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#2772

From: "Fred" <moorlock2003@yahoo.com>
Date: Thu Sep 13, 2007 9:55 am
Subject: [And Then There's Bea] Re: The Battle

moorlock2003
Send Email

for Lucille Ball's honor

--- In andthentheresbea@yahoogroups.com, Chris Smith
<chrissmithboston@...> wrote:
>
> Fred give it up. You are tired as tired can be with your "Lucy"
bashing. You are the reason I have no further interest in this group
about Bea Arthur. I am guessing Bea herself wouldn't be too happy
knowing there's a nasty little queen like you bashing Lucille Ball
every day. So go take your precious Roz Russell DVD of Auntie Mame
and stick it where the sun don't shine! I think Rusell shortly after
making Auntie Mame "croaked" her way thru Gypsy right Freddie? Dry
up loser.
>
> Fred <moorlock2003@...> wrote:
--- In
andthentheresbea@yahoogroups.com, Louis Wellington II
> <louiswellington2@> wrote:
> >
> > Just produce the evidence that Bea Arthur despised "Mame" (1974)
> and I will believe you and concede that you have won.
> > Angela Lansbury was NOT up for Vera but up for Mame? That's even
> worse! Auntie Mame is supposed to be older, beautiful looking and
> charming. Lucille Ball was the only one of three (Lucille, Rosalind
> and Angela) who had all of those things.
> > And nobody here said that Lucille Ball had a beautiful voice.
> Let's not mince words. She is no Joan Sutherland. Heck, she is
> scarcely Britney Spears! But it is her spirit that makes me love
her
> voice. I love HER, and the voice is part and parcel of who she is.
> > This group is supposed to be about love and support. No trolls
> allowed.
> >
> > -Louis
> >
> >
> > Louis Wellington II
> > Accountant / Classical Singer
> > Phone #: (516) 633-6431
> >
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> > New York, NY 11364
>
> Are you not comprehending? As I stated before, in the A&E Biography
> Bea clearly offers her opinion. The quotes I mentioned are straight
> from the woman's mouth.
> If you want the real deal, it is "Auntie Mame" starring the
fabulous
> Rosalind Russell. Lucille Ball simply was not Auntie Mame.
> Geez, some people have a hard time with reality.
> >
> > --------------------------------> > Ready for the edge of your seat? Check out tonight's top picks on
> Yahoo! TV.
> >
> You people defending that lousy movie need to see a few GOOD movies
and then maybe you will discover how crappy the Lucy Mame is.
>
>
>
>
>
> --------------------------------> Be a better Heartthrob. Get better relationship answers from
someone who knows.
> Yahoo! Answers - Check it out.
>
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